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Badge 7 Numbers
In my last editorial, I touched

on the lack of cab drivers’

etiquette amongst some

drivers with a badge number

starting with a 7.

This has caused quite a stir,

with a wide spectrum of drivers

both old and new voicing their

views to me. It was not my

attention to deliberately upset

individual drivers, but to draw

attention to a fall in standards

by drivers’ behaviour to one

another during these hard

economic times.

We are the best taxi service in

the world and should be

treating each other with the

respect we have all worked

hard to achieve.

M.O.T update
The new MOT testing centres

have been up and running for

the last month and to be

honest we have had very few

calls from members with

complaints.

Like all new systems, there

will be a few teething problems

to start with, but after speaking

to several garage owners, they

seemed very pleased with th

way things were being run, so

it’s fingers crossed.

Identifier 

update
Any drivers who have still

not forwarded their photos to

LT&PH please do so as soon

as possible. 

This is holding up the

introduction of the next

generation of I.D.s, which will

have holograms and barcodes

encrypted so the compliance

teams can check on their hand

held devices exactly who is

driving the taxi.

Whilst on the subject of the

I.D.s, I was talking to some

members the other day and

one of them came up with the

idea of scrapping the suburban

knowledge all together and just

having only the green badge

knowledge, where drivers can

work anyway in the capital.

I would be very interested in

gauging any response to this

idea.

AGM arrives again
Finally, it is that time of the

year again and our Annual

General Meeting will be held

on the 14th May at the

Biscuit Cactory. 

There is ample secure parking

within the complex and as

always there will be sufficient

refreshments for all.

Please try to make every effort

to attend, as it is your Club

after all and by attending and

discussing trade issues we can

work together in fighting for all

our futures.

Editorial
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John Griffin’s recent actions
towards the London Taxi
Trade over the last few
months seem to confirm what
many of us have suspected
for a long time - that since the
introduction of the new Taxi
Apps such as Hailo and Get-
Taxi, his work levels must
have dropped dramatically.
Later on this month, 23rd April, Mr

Griffin will be back in the High
Court to appeal against the
decision dismissing Addison Lee’s
claim for a judicial review of the
policy allowing black cabs, but not
minicabs, to use the capital’s bus
lanes.
Not only is Mr Griffin back in

court, but he is also claiming that
lack of access to the bus lanes has
cost Addison Lee somewhere in
the region of £30m and is now
seeking compensation from TFL.
In the original court case TFL

explained to the court that taxis are
allowed to drive in bus lanes
because they can ply for hire,
whereas minicabs cannot. It would
be more difficult to hail a taxi,

especially on a busy road, if the
vehicle concerned was not near to
the kerb.
Mr Justice Burton said that he

was “wholly unpersuaded” by
Addison Lee’s claims that TFL’s
bus lane policy affected the
freedom of EU nationals to
establish themselves as minicab
drivers and concluded that “this
has simply been the attempt to
mount a challenge to a London
traffic regulation by turning it into a
“Euro-point”.
Leon Daniels of TFL said: “We are

pleased that this court has
recognised the important distinction
between taxis and minicabs and
the services they provide.”
“Taxis will continue to use the

capital’s bus lanes, enabling them
to provide the unique and
wheelchair accessible service so
valued by many passengers.”
Mr Griffin has also been keeping

busy by writing to Mayor Johnson,
stating that taxi fares are not
transparent enough!
And not only that, but he would

also like TFL to scrap the turning

circle requirement on taxis and
impose a ten year age limit on us
as well for good measure.
There is no doubt that when

Addison Lee was formed he found
a niche in the market due to the
lack of investment and vision from
London’s existing taxi radio circuits
and went on to expand his

transportation fleet to be the
biggest PH company in the capital.
It would now appear that the

licensed taxi trade has the means
to combat the rise of PH in the
capital and become more
accessible, affordable and once
again become the first choice for
many Londoners.

Addison Lee boss back in court
to appeal bus lane decision

John Mason... 
The truth behind the rumours
“I had a good chat with Darryl
and Grant just before Easter
about a number of issues and
they told me there were a few
rumours in the trade I had left,
been sacked or moved on. As is
often the case, the facts are a little
less interesting than the rumour
mill suggests. As the picture of
me, Grant and the Surface MD

shows, I am very much alive and
well and remain in my post as
Director of TPH. 

However, Leon has asked me to help
him out on a number of things, including
taking on the Director role of
Congestion Charging and Traffic
Enforcement in addition to my existing
role. What that means in practice is that
I will not have all the time I had
previously to dedicate to taxi and PH

issues, so Helen Chapman will be
stepping up into the role of General
Manager, taking on all day to day
responsibilities. 

I will help her and the team where
needed and will continue to meet and
work on taxi matters and look forward to
continuing to do so for the foreseeable
future.”

All  the best. 
John John Mason

LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB
AGM TUESDAY MAY 14TH
THE BISCUIT FACTORY @ 7PM  
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Many drivers in the capital

breathed a sigh of relief when

the news broke in January that

Geeley had bought MB out of

administration for £11m.

In response to an email I sent to

Mr Peter Johansen of LTC he has

informed me that “at the time
of the previous company
going into administration
there was a remaining stock
of approx. 600 vehicles,
which our remaining
production team have been 
up-grading through a product
enhancing programme.
Therefore until we sell this

remaining stock, it simply
does not make commercial
sense to restart production at
this time.”
However, the sixty four thousand

dollar question is, will the current

model of TX4 go back into

production or will it be another

model?

Geeley Chairman Li Shufu is on

record stating that the firm intends

to retain “key aspects of the cab

whilst developing it to meet the

Executive Vice President of LTC

Peter Johansen

Geeley Englon TXN Taxi

What next 
for Geeley?

As the world's leading provider of confidential insider information from 1979 to 2000, Auto Industry Newsletter has now re-emerged by popular

request to provide chief executives with the insight necessary to meet today's challenges. After the decision by Geeley UK to buy Manganese

Bronze out of administration for £11m, Daniel Li, Chairman of GEELEY UK, noted the company would use Manganese Bronze as a vehicle to sell Geeley

cars in Europe.

Li said that Geeley planned to invest between £30-£50m over the next five years to introduce new models into production. The company also went on to

say that it hoped to launch its new model, the TXN, a smaller private hire vehicle, into production by 2017.

- Editor: John Mortimer

Geeley Private Hire Taxi?

Geeley Englon Private Hire Vehicle?

LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB
AGM TUESDAY MAY 14TH
THE BISCUIT FACTORY @ 7PM  
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By Micky Walker

Seems to me it’s a failed
experiment but what do I
know?
According to TFL figures,

customer satisfaction is lower
with minicabs than it is for
taxis. Minicab drivers are also a
lot less efficient than taxi
drivers, when comparing TFL’s
driver to daily passenger miles
travelled ratio.
A review of the minicab

licence revocations over the
last year shows that
approximately 85% of those
revocations are of people from
outside of the UK and EU.
Does this mean that people
from outside the EU are less
trustworthy and more dishonest
than people from the EU? Of
course it doesn’t. Why are
these figures the way they are

then?
Well, for starters,

approximately 73% of minicab
drivers originate from outside
the EU, so the revocations
aren’t that much out of
proportion, being only 12%
higher. Part of this may be as a
result of 10% of minicab drivers
having to produce a “certificate
of good conduct”, because
either they have not been in the
country long enough to have a
full CRB check or because they
have spent more than three
months out of the country
during the three years prior to
their licence application.  
If we add the fact that a third

of all minicab drivers do not
bother to re-apply for a second
licence and often do not even
drive for the whole of the first
three years, we begin coming
to an explanation.  It starts to
look as though the whole
minicab industry is an
exploitative one as far as the
drivers go. From bare facts, it is
quite likely that the industry
attracts newcomers to these
shores that find it difficult to
gain employment elsewhere.
Once they can find some kind

of alternative, gainful
employment, they are off.
Met and TFL figures and our

own eyes suggest that touting
is rife. It seems far more likely
that these drivers are finding it
hard to earn a decent living any
other way than they are more
prone to criminal activities than
the rest of us. 
It’s time for either the taxman

or TFL to get involved and stop
the exploitation of minicab
drivers and the people they tout
on the streets.
TFL could make a start by

increasing the value of a PH
licence, either by its monetary
cost or by making it harder to
obtain via an enhanced
topographical test and an
advanced driving test. If the
licence is worth more, then the
driver will be worth more and
the operator will be forced to
pay the drivers a rate high
enough that the drivers do not
have to resort to breaking the
law to make a living.
As for the taxman, he could

guarantee the driver at least a
minimum wage by changing
their status from self-employed
to employee. It is a somewhat

grey area as to whether a
minicab driver is an employee
or self-employed. 
The job meets the

requirements of self-
employment insofar as the
operator is an agent. The driver
also pays for the means to do
the job i.e. vehicle costs.
However, there are anomalies
here. A large firm like Addison
Lee (AL) supplies the car,
insurance, etc to the driver and
charges a periodic fee. This
would be OK if the driver could
use the vehicle for work other
than through AL but cannot do
so. This means the driver can
only do work supplied by AL.
Even if the driver did not hire
the vehicle from the operator,
being unable to take work from
the street and having to have
the operator’s equipment in the
vehicle to receive work,
probably means a driver cannot
obtain work from more than one
operator in any case.
Whichever way it turns, it’s

hard to see how a driver
receiving 100% of work via a
single operator meets the
requirements for self-
employment.

Minicab licensing a failed experiment



KPM Mercedes-Benz Taxis has

just announced the launch of its

own Vito Taxi rental fleet and

has earned special praise from

TfL’s Head of Surface Transport,

Leon Daniels. 

“This is an excellent initiative” Mr

Daniels said, “because it makes it

even easier for London’s taxi

drivers to get into new and much

lower emissions taxis. The new

Euro 5-engined Vito is a

thoroughly modern taxi with

excellent fuel economy and this is

just the kind of scheme which TfL

welcomes to clean up the streets

of London.” 

Pictured alongside Leon Daniels,

and receiving the first of the new

KPM Mercedes-Benz Taxis’ rental

cabs, was well-known Chairman

of the London Cab Drivers’ Club,

Grant Davis. He said: “This new

scheme to rent a Vito is just ideal

for me and I know it’s going to be

very attractive for many other cab

drivers as well. You can drive

away in a brand new cab with the

latest technology, comfort and

specification, and yet you don’t

have the longer term commitment

of a finance agreement. And it

helps makes our great city look

even more modern and, of course,

even cleaner!” 

Every driver who signs up to rent

a Vito Taxi from KPM Mercedes-

Benz Taxis receives a brand new

Vito and in return he rents it at a

competitive price of £265 per

week all-in; that includes

insurance, maintenance and

repairs. All you have to do is

commit to rent the cab for a

minimum of one year. You can

have four weeks’ payment

‘holiday’ during the year, so there’s

plenty of flexibility. Everything

except the fuel is included and it’s

good to know that your taxi will be

maintained by Mercedes-Benz

trained technicians and you even

benefit from the Mercedes-Benz

24-hour recovery service should it

be needed. 

The Mayor of London, 

Boris Johnson, said: 

“I am delighted that KPM-
Mercedes Benz are rolling out a
new rental scheme for new Euro
5 vehicles. 
“This will give drivers more
choice, but it will also help
further reduce air pollution by
enabling the latest, cleanest
technology to hit London’s
streets. This is also an
important step towards gearing
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New Rent-a-Vito fleet is praised
by TfL and Mayor Johnson   

Left to right - Grant Davis, John Mason, Leon Daniels and Peter DaCosta Taxi for Mason
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

IT'S TIME for the taxi trade

organisations at Heathrow to

spell out to BAA (now known as

Heathrow Ltd.) in the strongest

possible terms, that the sole

purpose of taxi desks at

Heathrow should be to provide

comprehensive information

about taxis and taxi fares. BAA

needs to be confronted with no

more than two options: either

scrap the desks and stop

collecting the £0.78 HALT(S) levy

or retain the levy and the desks,

but make the desks ‘Information

Only’. 
There is no intermediate position that

the taxi trade is obliged to negotiate or

discuss with BAA management. At the

moment, BAA is refusing to say

anything about the future of the desks

or what will happen when HALTS’ desk

management contract terminates on

June 30th. Quite possibly, BAA’s

refusal to meet taxi trade reps is a

deliberate insult, gauged to spark off a

showdown between BAA and

Heathrow drivers. 

The Transport for London Board no

longer seems keen to discuss fixed

fare schemes at Heathrow.

Nevertheless, BAA has a record of

controlling the licensed taxi trade,

irrespective of what influence TfL may

want to assert over taxi services

provided to the travelling public. For

example, TfL spent the whole of 2012,

telling the directors of HALTS and BAA

that un-metered fares into central

London were banned by law ; but TfL’s

decisions and rulings were totally

ignored and no penalties were

imposed on guilty parties. The fare

fixing still continues at the taxi desks

and the Heathrow trade organisations

have got to put the block on fixed

fares, once and for all. Given TfL’s

(T&PH) history of dithering and failing

to back up its decisions with

enforcement action, the task of making

the taxi desks information only desks,

is a task that TfL isn’t going to put its

weight behind. Any battle to stop un-

metered fares being offered at the taxi

desks or the latest Onward Travel

desks, will have to be fought as the

taxi trade versus BAA and not as it

should rightfully be, Transport for

London versus BAA. 

Heathrow taxi drivers have the law on

their side if they are forced to refuse to

pay the £0.78 HALT levy. There is no

legal framework covering the collection

of the levy. The Airports Act, the

London Hackney Carriage Acts and

the byelaws are totally silent about

compulsory funding of taxi desks. Most

importantly, BAA refuses to publish the

terms and conditions of entry to the

Taxi System, which means BAA is

unable to claim that its authority to

collect the £0.78 levy, derives from a

commercial agreement that’s posted at

the entrance to the feeder parks. 

With regard to the possibility that

BAA may want to retain HALTS as a

fixed fares contractor (of sorts), the

Financial Services Authority has

consistently stood by the taxi trade’s

assertion that the HALT cooperative's

business assets have not at anytime

been transferred to private company

HALTS. Further, no matter what BAA

may try to say in favour of HALTS the

company, the HALT cooperative’s

assets were never legally transferred

to HALTS four years ago, following a

Mickey Mouse 'ballot' of Heathrow taxi

drivers conducted by BAA. 

The taxi industry at Heathrow needs

to challenge every rule that restricts

the trade’s progress, while cheap-jack

private hire flourishes, due to an

apparently concerted failure to enforce

the law. We need to make it known to

everyone wielding the financial power

of private commercial interests or

exercising the statutory powers of

public authorities, that every move

made against the best interests of the

Heathrow taxi industry will be resisted

every step of the way. 

Lost Property 
In last month’s issue of The Badge

we reported an incident involving an

LCDC member who was badly treated

by NSL Cabin staff and Heathrow

Police after handing in a passenger’s

lost phone at a south London police

station. What would have been a

simple lost property incident if NSL

hadn’t detained and questioned our

member has created a never-ending

chain of enquiries. The LCDC’s main

interest in the long-winded

proceedings is to establish who takes

responsibility within BAA, NSL and the

MPS for authorising the disclosure of

our member’s protected data from the

Cabtag computer. 

Once again, the LCDC reminds all

Heathrow drivers that as a matter of

law, neither BAA (now known as

Heathrow Ltd.) nor contractor NSL Ltd.

has any authority to question drivers

about lost property or to deal with

passengers’ queries. Drivers are

advised to stick to the tried and tested

lost property regulations and to take

great care if arrangements are made

to return items, such as lost phones to

their owners. Many of the latest

i-Phones that get left behind in cabs

have tracking devices that can show a

cab’s movements and location on a

third party i-Phone, or computer. 

Taxi Marshals and Insurance 
It’s been explained time and time

again in The Badge, that unless

marshals have permission to by-pass

the feeder parks either from Heathrow

police or from BAA, they are

committing a criminal offence if they

subsequently pick up on a rank.

Senior police officers at Heathrow

have made it plain that the police

have nothing whatsoever to do with

giving marshals the permission

needed. This means the permission

can only come from BAA, but BAA

has e-mailed the LCDC, with the

ridiculous statement that BAA has no

knowledge of marshals by-passing the

feeder parks. Why then, we have to

ask BAA, does NSL Ltd. keep a

register in the feeder park Cabin, for

the sole purpose of manually

recording how many times per day

each individual taxi marshal by-passes

the two feeder parks ? BAA can’t

always evade direct questions and

has already suffered the indignity of

admitting that the taxi marshals are

not insured for personal injury or to

damage to their cabs. 

Now yet another potential insurance

problem for BAA and the taxi

marshals has been identified. In a

document forwarded by BAA to the

LCDC, it’s asserted that taxi marshals

are representatives of BAA when they

are on anti-tout duties in the terminals.

The ramifications for this assertion are

endless and quite possibly BAA has

inadvertently provided evidence of an

employer-employee relationship

between BAA and marshals. Although

the marshals are unpaid by BAA, the

LCDC is now pressing BAA to explain

if the anti-tout duties of the marshals

are covered by the type of public

liability insurance that BAA has to

have for its employees. It goes without

saying that if an innocent bystander

happened to get injured during a

skirmish between marshals and touts,

the victim would undoubtedly turn to

BAA (the airport operator) for redress

and compensation. It’s one thing for

BAA to cut the costs of the

marshalling scheme by not insuring

the marshals and their cabs ; but

surely BAA is under an obligation to

ensure that whenever marshals are in

close proximity to the travelling public,

they are covered by public liability

insurance. 
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By Micky Walker

WHO OWNS RADIO

TAXIS GROUP

(RTG)?

RADIO TAXIS de-mutualised back
in 2004. When it all happened, the
price paid to each driver for their
interest was £1100 cash, plus
1000 shares in the new company.
The prospectus estimated that
those shares were worth in the
region of £3.00 each, so each
driver’s shares were valued at
£3,000.
Shares in the new company were

to be traded internally rather than on
the open market. The main reason
given for this was to prevent a
hostile takeover of the company by
outside sources. This may have
sounded good, but I had several
reservations at the time.
First, there would be an internal

share market every three months.
Any driver leaving the circuit would
have to sell their shares at the next
quarterly share sale because only
drivers, directors and employees of
the company were allowed to hold
shares. This meant the drivers had
to accept the price anybody inside
the company were prepared to pay
or have the company buy them back
at their nominal value of 1p per
share.
Normal trading would not apply

here, as it would be unlikely that
ordinary staff or drivers would invest
in these shares, as if they left RTG,
they would have to accept any offer
above 1p for their shares. In short, it
made RG share-trading a permanent
buyers’ market and the directors
were the only likely buyers. Within a
year, the share price was 31p, just
over 10% of the original valuation.
After two years, the price had fallen
to just 22p.
So, after just two years the value of

a driver’s 1000 shares had fallen
from an estimated £3,000 to just
£220. The biggest winners of
demutualisation appears to be Alan
Franks and Geoffrey Riesel. Mr
Franks had increased his
shareholding by almost 2.5 times by
2011, to over 14,000 shares. During
the same period, Mr Riesel
increased his holdings by almost six
times to over 116,000 shares.
These two directors would have

had to pay almost half a million for
their additional shareholdings had
they reached the initial valuation of
£3 per share. Instead they are
unlikely to have set them back much
more than £35,000. That is not to
say they have done anything wrong
in buying up these shares, but it is
not what the membership thought
they were being offered when they
demutualised. It also means that
either the shares were over-valued in
the first place or under-valued when
sold. It was probably the former, but
then Franks and Riesel would have
been largely responsible for setting
the original estimated price and
would the drivers have been so keen
to sell if, instead of £3,000, they had
been told their shares would be
worth, say £250?
This may still have been acceptable

if the intentions of the internal share
market had been realised, but it is
questionable as to whether or not
that has been the case. Certainly, it
has prevented a hostile takeover
from outside the company. However,
it has not stopped it happening from
inside. Members and staff held a
collective majority of shares and it is
likely that they thought the internal
share dealing would maintain that,
but it isn’t the case. By the end of
2011, the six directors of the
company, of which only Franks and
Riesel remain from the society,
collectively now held just over 50%
of the company and their share is
consistently growing.
In short, the drivers have now lost

formal control over the company that
they lost practical control of on the
day they de-mutualised. Although we
cannot know what the share price
may have been on an open market,
it is almost certain that the original
members have given away control of
RTG on the cheap.

RADIO TAXIS NOW

SO, WAS selling RTG worth the
£1350 or so that each member
was paid in cash and a
realistically-valued shareholding? 
The whole operation has only

increased turnover by 3% between
2004 -2011 and its turnover fell by
more than that increase in the first
six months of 2012 and that was
before the Olympics. Also, cash and
credit card work was the growth
area of the business and these
figures relate to before Hailo came
on the scene.
However, RTG forecast that the

Olympics would be good news for
the company as One Transport had
secured the LOCOG contract to
supply shuttle services for the
Games. Of course, even if that
means good news for One
Transport it does not follow that it
means good news for RTG’s taxi
drivers.
One Transport has had an

increasingly important role in the

business.  RTG describe One
Transport as a stand-alone
business with vendor – neutrality.
What that means in plain English is
that One Transport has no special
relationship with Radio Taxis. 
One Transport offers to supply

cars, couriers, taxis, busses,
executive chauffeur driven cars,
MPVs and minicabs and give no
preference to taxis. They source
these various forms of transport 27
London companies plus radio Taxis,
who can collectively offer 35,000
vehicles, of which there are
significantly less  than 2,000 taxis.
One Transport, and not Radio

Taxis, claim to hold prestigious
accounts with UBS, Freshfields and
HSBC, among others.

This is very similar to what has
been happening with Comcab and
its parent company. Large corporate
accounts of Comcab are being
tendered for by Cityfleet Services.
One Transport and Cityfleet
Services now run the “one stop
shops” that Radio Taxis and
Comcab respectively used to run,
alongside taking over the major
accounts.
Is this really what the Radio Taxis

membership thought they were
voting for when they decided to
demutualise almost ten years ago?
I’d like to think not but if it were,
they should hang their heads in
shame now.

thelcdc@gmail.com
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Guide to credit card payments
Everywhere you seem to look at

present, someone is promoting

credit cards to the trade.
TfL seem to have no clear directive

and the trade’s also split on whether

cards are a good thing; so what's the

way forward?

You can take cards on Apps; such as

Gettaxi and Hailo; have an integrated

system from Cabvision or Verifone; a

handheld terminal from Cabcard or

your mate down the airport or through

the main Radio Circuits; the choice is

apparently endless.

What's the differences?
My view is that it doesn't really

matter what choice you prefer, as long

as the method is fully compliant, you

get paid in a timely manner and the

passengers details are safe. What

equipment you prefer is subjective

and will change from driver to driver.

I often ask myself the 

following questions:

1) Would the Private Hire fleet be

prepared to have credit card

acceptance mandated? 
I say they would, so that they can

add credibility, improve their service

and take even more of our work.

2) Would it be useful for the

general public to know that as a

public service, all taxis accept

credit cards?
Again, I say it would, as it adds

credibility and will encourage

spontaneous usage. Recent surveys

show that 75% of taxi users would like

the option to pay by card in all taxis.

Payment Card Industry

Compliant?
Credit card compliance is a minefield

and amongst other things, TfL

stipulate that any one processing

credit cards must be Payment Card

Industry (PCI) compliant. 

How do we know what's

PCI compliant and what's

not? 
I don't profess to be an expert in

this area but there are many

different opinions amongst the

card processors as to what you

can and can't do in relation to card

processing.
Gettaxi do not accept credit cards 'off

the street', whereas Hailo do. With

Gettaxi, passengers must pre-register

their cards to use them. Hailo allow

the driver to take 'off the street' fares

and enter them directly in to a

smartphone. Cabvision claim that you

can't be compliant if you directly

process a card via a smartphone or

tablet, as it's a breach of the current

regulations. I'm informed many others

share Cabvision's view.

I don't know who's right and who's

wrong. What I do know, is that if

passengers’ card security details are

compromised in a taxi environment, it

will affect your business. Isn't it time

TfL informed us clearly what systems

we can and can't use? Who's

compliant and who's not? I know one

thing, I don't have a clue, so our

regulator should clear this up for us. I

don't want to inadvertently expose

myself to helping facilitate fraud by

using a non-compliant method and the

passenger should be totally

comfortable that if they use their card

in a safe, credible, reliable place, such

as a taxi, their details will be as safe

as if they used them in Selfridge's.

What's compliant, what's 

a fair surcharge? 
Surely a regulated approach to

surcharging, rather than the free-

for-all we currently have is the way

forward? Let's have a TfL Notice

and a referendum, setting the

record straight once and for all.
If the majority of cabbies think

accepting cards is positive, shouldn't

we have clearer legislation and the

surcharge fixed throughout the

licensed fleet? No 12.5% charge here,

no 10% charge there; a TfL regulated,

fixed surcharge where nobody can

deviate from the regulation; one price

for every operator. Nice, simple

transparent model for the driver and

passenger alike. We all know the

current surcharges are a liberty and an

embarrassment; they cause

driver/passenger arguments every day.

However, I'm reliably informed that the

only way substantially to lower the

surcharge, is through an increase in

business and that requires mandation.

Arguments about not telling you-

know-who and a cash business are

quickly becoming archaic and

draconian. With the high price of

diesel, taxi rental costs or finance

repayments, maintenance bills, road

tax and insurance, every 'working'

driver has around £70.00 a day

expenses - £20,000 per annum of

genuine accountable expenses that

can be offset against cash and/or

credit card income.

Should you accept credit

cards, think about it? 
Are you getting enough work to pick

and choose? 

If you are, you're one of the lucky

ones. Come on TfL, sort it out.
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BUNGLING TRAFFIC wonks
at TFL have apologised to
motorists after they narrowed
the entrance to Rotherhithe
tunnel by a foot, causing
virtual gridlock in the north of
the borough. 
For two days drivers waited in

queues of up to an hour to travel
less than a quarter of a mile from
Bermondsey tube to the tunnel. 
Engineers had installed two metal

girders to enforce the new width
restrictions, which saw road
narrowed from 7’6” to 6’6”. But
after hundreds of complaints from
drivers, TfL removed the metal

posts to make it easier to negotiate
a car through the gap. In a letter
Leon Daniels, (pictured), the
managing director of surface
transport at TfL, apologised to
anybody held up in the traffic
disruption.
Mr Daniels said: “A six foot six

inch width restriction was
introduced in March last year at
both entrances to the tunnel to
help improve road safety and
tackle the disruption caused by
collisions. 
“We recently added new concrete

kerbs and metal posts to physically
enforce this restriction, however

drivers have been understandably
cautious about driving through
them for the first time and this led
to some delays. 
“To provide greater confidence for

drivers we have now removed
posts that were located on top of
the width restriction and this has
reduced disruption.
He added: “We will continue to

enforce the concrete width
restrictions to ensure the safe
operation of the tunnel.”

- Oliver Pugh
Southwark News

TFL apology for traffic gridlock

TFL speed camera expansion
TRANSPORT FOR London is
preparing for a major
expansion of speed and red
light camera coverage on the
capital’s roads, including the
possible installation of
average speed cameras on
four busy radial roads.
The proposals would see camera

coverage increase from 250 miles
of road to about 470.
London currently has about 900

digital and wet film cameras
(speed and red light) but the vast
majority – 711 – are wet film,
which TfL says will be obsolete by
2015.
It is planning a “three-pronged”

investment programme: a two-year
replacement of wet film cameras
with digital, the installation of
additional cameras on the
Transport for London road network
(TLRN) and the installation of
additional cameras on borough
roads.
Explaining the investment, Leon

Daniels, TfL’s managing director of
surface transport, said: “TfL
analysis of casualties over a
three-year period before and after
the installation of speed cameras
shows that KSIs fell by an average
of more than 50% at the locations
where safety cameras were
introduced.” 

This is raw data that did not take
into account the influence of
factors such as regression to the
mean or trend.
Discussing the plans for the

existing 711 wet film cameras,
Daniels said officials had looked at
the effectiveness of each camera
using “similar KSI criteria” to those
recommended by the DfT’s
original 2002 guidelines on
camera installation. For speed
cameras, these stated that there
had to have been four or more
KSIs in a three-year period, of
which two were the result of
speeding. 
“The analysis undertaken showed

that 629 camera locations had
demonstrated a reduction in KSI
collisions� It is proposed that at
all these sites the existing wet film
cameras should be replaced with
digital cameras,” he said. The
remaining 82 wet film cameras
had been installed where there
was no record of KSIs before
installation. These will not be
replaced. 
The new digital red light cameras

will also be capable of enforcing
speed limits during the green
phase of traffic lights.
Daniels said average speed

cameras were warranted on four
roads on which 35 wet film speed

cameras currently operated. These
are the A40 in west London; the
A2 through south-east London; the
north-west section of the A406
north circular road; and the A316
that connects the M3 into
Hammersmith through south-west
London.
He said experience showed that

average speed cameras delivered
greater safety benefits than fixed
spot cameras. TfL installed
average speed cameras on the
A13 in East London in 2010,
replacing wet film cameras.
Daniels said an 18-month before
and after study found that total
KSIs reduced by ten, or 58%, from
17 to seven.
A TfL spokesman this week

emphasised that no final decision
had been made to definitely install
average speed cameras.
Daniels also outlined the plans

for the other two parts of TfL’s
safety camera programme.
He said there were 73 roads on

the TLRN where casualty history
would warrant the installation of
cameras. 
“The casualty reduction

performance of existing safety
cameras suggests that installing
cameras at these new locations
could potentially prevent 72 KSIs
from occurring each year.”

Meanwhile, red light cameras were
justified at 48 TLRN junctions.
On borough roads, Daniels said

analysis suggested that 88 roads
and 82 junctions would warrant
cameras and that these could
prevent 98 KSIs a year.
TfL is to issue guidance to

boroughs on applying for camera
funding in the Local
Implementation Plan spending
guidance, to be published in May.
Three ten-year contracts will be

awarded for the installation and
maintenance of the cameras, with
the possibility of extending the
contracts to 20 years. The
contracts will cover: spot speed;
red light; and average speed
cameras.

Source: TransportXtra

of speed camera enforcement
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Southwark Bridge Testing Station is a family run business and is

located in Southwark SE1. It offers a full range of garage services for

all makes and models of cars and light vans, including MOTs, brakes,

suspensions, exhausts, air-conditioning, electrical and diagnostics, as

well as a wide range of servicing.

So if your vehicle needs an MOT, servicing or repairs, please contact

us or just call in to make an appointment. Also, while you wait for your

MOT, you can take advantage and use our free wifi, so you can carry

on working and not miss those important emails or deadlines.

Southwark Bridge Testing Station

164 Southwark Bridge Road,

Southwark, SE1 0DG

tel: 0208 620 0201
e-mail: sbmots@talktalk.net

web: www.sbmots.co.uk

Southwark Bridge 
Testing Station

� M.O.T

� BRAKES

� SUSPENSIONS

� DIAGNOSTICS

� WATER/OIL

� SERVICE

� EXHAUSTS

� AIR-CON

� ELECTRICAL

� ALL REPAIRS

Tony Forsythe: 
“Why two M.O.Ts are as easy as 123”

With the new testing regime of
two M.O.Ts coming into force on
1st March, I visited Long lane
Taxi Centre in Southwark Bridge
Road to see how they were
gearing up for the change.

Tony Forsythe, who runs Long Lane

Taxi Centre along with his brother

Simon, was very optimistic about the

upcoming changes.

“For the last few months we have

been working alongside Southwark

Bridge Testing Centre, which is situated

within our garage complex, to deliver a

stress free service to all our existing

customers, as well as welcoming new

drivers who just require a one stop

shop with no hassle.”

Tony, who runs one of the biggest TX4

fleets in the capital, was keen to point

out the advantages of using Long Lane

for your new testing requirements.

“Drivers can come into us and relax in

the waiting room, have a cup of tea,

and watch the news whilst we put their

taxi up on the ramp and see what they

need. We offer an M.O.T test with a no

failure fee and if the test flags up a

faulty item then we can repair it

straightaway and put it back on the

ramp and get a pass. We are also

offering drivers a fixed top end check

for just £100, which checks things such

as lights, belts, etc, as well as a full

valet.”

As well as offering a fantastic body

shop facility, servicing, running repairs

and also taxi rentals, Long Lane is

forging ahead as a real One-Stop-Shop

for all the needs of a working cabbie.

Tony Forsythe of Long Lane Long Lane body shop for TX and Mercedes Long Lane taxi centre offers full body shop repairs
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Alan’s Angle
Hammersmith 
site meeting

THE RANK at Zuma has lately
started to sound like the Hokey
Cokey. In the last month it’s in and
then it's out and then maybe back
in. 

After months of trying to get this rank

installed we seem to have hit a stumbling

block at the consultation stage. After a

few attempts to put the rank about 20

yards past the front door and being

declined by the LCDC and the ranks

committee, we have got the rank in a

good position right outside the front door

for one taxi with a feeder for two taxis.

But the residents for Lancelot Place have

kicked up a stink about the taxi rank.

Now they are stating we already park

there and block up the road to their car

park and keep our engines running .

Now I know that doesn't happen and

they might be confusing us with the

booked PH and the valet parking for

Zuma. So as it stands at the moment, I'm

still hoping this rank will be be

implemented, but we might have to

accept a trial period to keep the residents

happy, as I don't want to see us lose

another rank after all the hard work that

as gone into this one, especially after

what happened at the Bvgalri hotel in

Knightsbridge, who asked for a taxi rank.

That seemed to be going ahead, only to

be revoked by the residents of the

Knightsbridge apartments who en masse

replied to the consultation with 42

complaints and got it cancelled. So I

hope resident power doesn't get in the

way of the Zuma rank, as I feel we

should be there to offer there customers

a safe way to travel home late at night.

AFTER MONTHS of emails going
back and forth, the LCDC finally
arranged a meeting with officers
from Hammersmith and Fulham
Council to discuss the lack of rank
space in their boroughs.

At the moment they only supply us with 3

ranks, which is not really good enough, as

they have a thriving day and night time

economy that could well do with extra Taxi

Ranks. 

They agreed that it was not good enough

and agreed to look at new locations, which

included a feeder for Hammersmithh

Broadway and rank space in Fulham

Broadway.

Last week the LCDC, LTDA and LTPH

met with Hammersmith and Fulham council

to look at availability of rank space to create

a feeder rank for the Hammersmith

Broadway rank, which is heavily over-

subscribed, to say the least, and drivers are

picking up PCNs for over ranking.

It just so happens the rank was

suspended for six weeks on the Monday

for works and the council agreed to allow

us to rank in Queen Caroline Street, which

would give us a great chance to see how

the gyratory would work if we were allowed

to place a feeder in the same location.

The London Streets Traffic Control

Centre had expressed concerns that the

rank might cause major disruption and

have said "they would not think twice about

pulling the rank if drivers start pulling in

behind the rank and causing disruption".

The site meeting went very well and the

traffic seemed to flow a lot better and with

no disruptions. We then went on to view a

couple of sites in Fulham Broadway, to try

to see if we could get some ranks in and

around the Broadway - we know this

would be a great opportunity for the trade

as Fulham Broadway is busy at night and

these ranks would help us with our

ongoing battle with touts and also help the

public to be able to access taxis more

easily.  We now are waiting for

Hammersmith to come back to us -

hopefully with some good news.   

RECENTLY THE LCDC asked the City Of

London, under the Freedom of Information

Act, how many tickets had been issued via

the camera in Leadenhall Street from 5pm

to 6am in the morning. 
What we got back was a bit of an eye opener. The

COL had issued a total of 25 tickets to vehicles

parked on double yellows in Leadenhall Street after

21:00 to 05:00am, but what was surprising was, that

was from May 2010, so in nearly three years they

have only issued 25 tickets. No wonder Private Hire

park up all night with impunity. I was told by

enforcement that they would only enforce the

double yellows if kerb markings were present and if

no marking was present they would leave it down to

street enforcement officers to enforce. Now we

know that the COL don't have any night time

enforcement for five nights of the week and on

Friday and Saturday night they knock off by 11pm,

so we now know how Diamond cars are allowed to

rank up for Abacus and Revolution completely PCN

free. So it’s now wonder it’s a free for all after dark -

City of London police are turning a blind eye and no

on street enforcement. How as a trade are we going

to compete when we are refused a Taxi Rank on

the grounds that it would cause an obstruction

outside Abacus in Cornhill?     

Free parking in the city after dark

Will Zuma rank 
get the all clear?
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FOLLOWING COMPLAINT after

complaint about the touts on

Regent St and Swallow St, we

seem to be at a standstill with

regards to who’s supposed to be

issuing tickets to the illegally

parked vehicles on double yellow

lines and a Bus Lane that is

operational from 11:00am to

12:00pm.

The LCDC have asked for a Freedom

of Information Request as to how many

tickets have been issued to illegally

parked cars during the hours of 21:00 to

24:00hrs. 

TFL have said “we only enforce Bus

Lane parking restrictions on red routes

which make up the Transport For

London For London Road Network

(TLRN), as Regent St is not part of the

Tlrn, TFL have not issued any penalty

charge notices on this road. Any such

penalties would be issued by the

Highway Authority, The City Of

Westminster.

Westminster has said “under the

criteria requested, there are no PCNs

issued by the city council to vehicles

parked in the Transport for London Bus

Lanes.

How funny that Westminster Council

don’t issue tickets to vehicles parked on

double yellow lines in Regent Street

either - well it seems that they pick their

targets and let the touts get away scot

free.

LTPH’s own enforcement team need to

start pulling their fingers out and start

enforcing the people they licence, having

brought this up many times, to be told,

it’s a parking enforcement issue. 

Is this a circular or am I going

giddy���..?

Alan’s Angle continued...

LAST MONTH the LCDC received

late notice of a traffic scheme from

TFL for Euston Circus. The Traffic

Order was a bit confusing over

some banned right and left turns

and what also seemed a bus lane

that was running east to west past

UCH that would not be available to

the Taxi trade.
Firstly the Traffic Order stated there

would be a banned right turn from the

North West slip on Euston Road heading

East. That would mean we would be

banned from turning right into Gower

Street and also ban us access to UCH

from the west. This would mean us rat

running through Fitzrovia to gain access

to Gower Street. Now we know from the

recent closure of Warren Street by the

residents complaining about us using it

to cut through onto Euston Road heading

west, this would not be acceptable to the

residents and probably lead to more

complaints to Camden Council. They

have stated this was a mistake, but I

have asked them to clarify the position

they are taking and clear up this

confusing matter. Also they are looking to

ban all vehicles turning left from

Hampstead Road into Euston Road. Now

you might think we don't use it but with

plans afoot to change Euston Station as

part of the HS2 upgrade we might lose

Cardington Street and Drummond Street,

so I've asked them to take a look at the

junction if this matter arises. Now the

final point is TFL have tried to be very

crafty and put in a bus lane that will run

from the west bound slip before the

underpass and run in front of UCH and

then exit on the slip heading west past

Tottenham Court Rd. Now TFL have got

no intention of allowing taxis into this bus

lane as only the first ten yards will be a

bus lane and then it will become a

prescribed route for buses and bikes

only. What a cop out calling it a

prescribed route - is this the way forward

now to get us banned from more bus

lanes and will they set a precedent with

this order? If they would allow us entry

into this prescribed route, this would

ease congestion in Grafton Way and

would also help us travel west quicker

after the closure of Warren Street last

month. The LCDC has replied to the

consultation and is awaiting a reply from

TFL.    

Regent St.... Touts……NO ENFORCEMENT!!!

TFL clowns cause a mess at Euston Circus!!



I LOVE the idea that David Haye has
come back to the ring on a mission.
You're right David, it is a mission - to
make a lot of money by fighting Vitali
or Wladimir Klitschko next year. But
those boxing 'purists' making out

that the 32-year-old's return from
retirement is a disaster for the
heavyweight division are barking up
the wrong tree.

Like many Haye fights from years gone by,

this already has a 'homecoming' feel about

it. It's not a homecoming - he hasn't been

anywhere, except the jungle! But I don't see

the fans standing back, saying "I'm not going

to buy a ticket unless he fights Kubrat

Pulev". People are on the phone to their pals

saying "David Haye's fighting in Manchester

on June 29 - let's get some tickets, we'll all

go, get a couple of hotel rooms..." 

The purists need to realise that the majority

of the 18,000 in the arena that night will be

there for a David Haye event, not a boxing

match. They won't be ones sitting at home,

saying "not even going to watch it - not

unless he's fighting that brilliant Bulgarian

Kubrat Pulev, or Robert Helenius or

Odlandier Solis". That's garbage. David

Haye is an event boxer, whether you like it

or not - and he's still chasing that main

event.

I spoke to Adam Booth on this week’s

podcast and the opponent for his first fight

back will be formally announced in two

weeks, when they come back from a warm-

weather training camp in northern Cyprus.

My gut feeling is that Manuel Charr ticks a

lot of boxes. First, he's affordable; second,

he's credible, in the sense that he has fought

Vitali Klitschko for the world title in the past;

and third, he's a good talker. 

The place will be sold out irrespective of

who he fights, but Charr would add a bit to

the occasion with that lip of his - along with

the fact he's a good enough fighter, if not

great. In the heavyweight heyday of the

1970s Charr wouldn't even class as a

sparring partner. So what? We can't keep

living in the past. Right now, Manny Charr is

a B-list heavyweight, which makes him the

perfect opponent for David Haye's

comeback bout.

Now, back to this idea that Haye's return is

bad for the sport. First of all, there's nothing

wrong with heavyweight boxing. You could

take the Klitschkos back to any era and

they'd be good fighters. Guys like Haye

might not have beaten the greatest fighters

in other eras, but they'd be in fights with

them. And as for contenders, young guys

like Deontay Wilder, Tyson Fury and David

Price are as good as any.
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Steve Bunce

-BOXNATION

David Haye on a mission

British Lionhearts lose to Mexico’s “Guerreros”

SORRY CABBIES, you are going to

have to go south of the river, as

1.30pm, Saturday, 6th April sees all

roads in amateur boxing, heading

to The Territorial Army Centre,

Grove Park, where this year’s ABA

Semi Finals South are taking place.

ABA Semi Finals North, are at

Everton Park Leisure Centre, in

Liverpool, with the finals on the

20th April in Sunderland.

London has 12 champions on display -

they would have had a full house of 13,

but for the fact that GB boxer, Charlie

Edwards, 51kg,  Lyunn AC, Camberwell,

was forced to pull out, as he has signed a

contract with World Series Boxing, a

hybrid of amateur and professional

boxing put together by the world

governing body of amateur boxing, AIBA,

as mentioned in last month’s article.

Problems are two fold in that GB wouldn’t

let some of the boxers contracted to them

box in the ABA championships and

officials of ABA England are worried with

reference to insurance ramifications re

amateurs boxing professionals. A problem

that hasn’t deterred either France or

Ireland, they’ve allowed their WSB signed

boxers to compete in their national

championships.

Incidentally, “British Lionhearts”, the

WSB franchise, owned by GB Boxing,

have been eliminated, at quarter final

stage, from WSB, by Mexico’s,

“Guerreros”, but not before providing

entertainment aplenty with standout

performances from Welsh Flyweight,

Andrew Selby, Irish Light Heavyweight,

Joe Ward and Earlsfield, Super

Heavyweight, Joe Joyce. 

Talent is everywhere you look at the

moment, in amateur boxing. This is a

purple patch for British amateur boxing.

So far six ABA champs, from the past two

years, have already been beaten in this

year’s championships. So, twelve quality

bouts are guaranteed, on Saturday.

Young, big guns, 75kg Lerone Richards,

Earlsfield ABC, 81kg Josh Buatsi, South

Norwood ABC and 86kg Ricky Slue,

Fitzroy Lodge ABC, Lambeth North, will

be endeavouring to turn their promise into

reality.

Knowing how you like a

discussion, to aid the working day,

ponder the following. In the

Olympics 10 weights are contested,

but the ABA England

championships are fought over 13

weights. Feather, light middle and

cruiserweight are added to the domestic

competition so that weight discrepancies,

between weights, are kept to a minimum,

for health and safety reasons. Strangely,

ABA England hasn’t updated with the

Olympics in that all agree there should be

the extra weights at domestic level, but

rather than fit the three extra weights

around the Olympic weights, a simple

enough task, ABA England have stuck to

the Olympic weights from a couple of

Olympics ago, meaning at several

weights, light fly, fly, welter, middle, light

heavy and heavyweight, there is a

dispute as to who the best British boxer is

at the official Olympic weight, as most of

the domestic champions are capable of

moving up or down to compete at an

official Olympic weight. 

To add to this mix you have the

conundrum of women only having three

weights in the 2012 Olympics, the first

Olympics at which female boxers

received medals. Women boxed in the St

Louis Olympics, but as only USA women

had entered the tournament, Olympic

medals were, correctly, deemed

inappropriate. Men had to lose a weight

class to accommodate the fair sex at

2012. Women’s Olympic boxing being so

successful, in London, that they should

be granted at least two more weight

classses for Rio 2016, I guess meaning

the men will be forced back to less weight

classes, or fewer bouts in each weight

class at Rio. Competitor numbers are at a

premium for the summer Olympics, yet

the International Olympic Committee are

forever under pressure to add more

sports to the summer games. 

Wrestling, an original Olympic sport, at

the moment, is being dropped from the

Olympics... Does this mean the Olympics

are looking to move combat sports into

the Winter Olympics? Will the effect of

AIBA’s dalliance with professional boxing

see boxing dropped from the Olympics,

as the world’s top professional boxers are

unlikely to box, five times, three rounds

each contest, for gratis when they are

earning, life changing, sums of money,

boxing twelve rounds on international

TV? 

Drive profitably and carefully.

The Boddyman

- BOXNATION



WITH CHELTENHAM now done

and dusted for another year

the Flat season now begins in

earnest.  With the first big

handicap The Lincoln now out

of the way our attention turns

toward Newmarket for the first

two classics of the season.

The QIPCO 2000 Guineas (for

colts) on Saturday 4th May

gets us under way followed by

the 1000 Guineas (for fillies)

on Sunday 5th May.

QIPCO 2000 Guineas –

Saturday 4th May
The Master of Ballydoyle, Aiden

O’Brien has won this race four

times in the last ten years and any

runners he has must be given the

upmost respect.  At the moment he

has three, Cristoforo Colombo,

George Vancouver and Pedro the

Great.  Mars is a possible but will

more likely miss the Guineas and

go for one of the Derby trials.

Cristoforo Colombo (odds 7/1)

finished fifth behind Pedro the Great

in a Group one event at the Curragh

over six furlongs and finished fourth

behind Reckless Abandon in a

group one at Newmarket over six

furlongs.  Not one for me but has

been well backed in recent weeks.

George Vancouver (odds 12/1)

beaten into third by Dawn Approach

in a group one at Newmarket over

seven furlongs before going over to

America, where he won a group

one over a mile at Santa Anita and

must go close.

Pedro the Great (odds 33/1) won

at the Curragh in a group one over

six furlongs before going to France

where he finished fifth behind

Olympic Glory.  Needs to improve

but could.

Olympic Glory (odds 16/1) and

Tornado (odds 16/1) both trained by

Richard Hannon are decent horses

who could go close.  They are both

owned by the same owner who

says they will not take each other

on and one will go for the English

2000 Guineas and one for the

French 2000 Guineas.

Ghurair (odds 16/1) trained by

John Gosdon was forth behind

Olympic Glory at Goodwood but

finished the season by beating

Havana Gold at Newmarket on his

final start.  We probably start off

running in the Craven stakes before

running in the Guineas.  An outsider

who could well make the

improvement.

Dawn Approach (odds 7/4) trained

by Jim Bolger in Ireland unbeaten in

six starts as a two year old and has

looked a real star.  Needs to have

trained on as a three year old but

trainer Jim Bolger says everything is

good with him.  Obviously the

Guineas is the plan and I’ll want a

bit longer before deciding whether

he will have a run in the Greenham

Stakes first.  He seems the obvious

choice and I think he will win but at

7/4 is a bit too short to recommend

a bet.

QIPCO 1000 Guineas 

– Sunday 5th May
Aiden O’Brien has several entries

but does not seem to have any real

stand out fillies.  O’Brien quotes that

Snow Queen (odds 25/1) is a

possible and may well be running

some of his other entries in the

upcoming trials before deciding if

they will travel.

Big Break (odds 12/1) trained in

Ireland by Dermot Weld won two of

her three runs, both wins coming at

Leopardstown both over seven

furlongs one on good ground one

on soft so she has no fears about

how the ground will be. Trainer has

been quoted as saying she is a bit

backward due to the very cold

weather and that is a big worry.

Sky Lantern (odds 16/1) and

Maureen (odds 25/1) and both

trained by Richard Hannon are

decent fillies with good levels of

form.  I’m sure there are races to be

won with both fillies this season but

not this one.

Certify (odds 6/1) trained by

Mahmood Al Zarooni unbeaten in all

four starts will go straight for the

Guineas and has apparently

pleased connections over the winter

but has not grown very much.  She

was not over big as a two hear old

and that would put me off this one.

What a Name (odds 10/1) trained

by Mikel  Delzangles in France.

She looked top class on more than

one occasion last season and on

her final start ran really well on

heavy ground against the colts at

Longchamp.  She was given an

awful lot to do that day and could

not peg back Olympic Glory.  She

stayed strongly in the home

straight and she will surely be

better on better ground.  Mikel

Delzangles has won the 2000

Guineas with a horse called Makfi

and trained the third horse in last

year’s 2000 Guineas so he is a

trainer to take seriously when send

over.  Must go close.

Just the Judge (odds 7/1)

trained by Charles Hulls won all

three starts last year.  Winning

twice at Newbury (both seven

furlongs) but it was her final run

over seven furlongs at Newmarket

that really caught my eye when

showing a real turn of foot.  The

Sangster family have recently sold

a half share to Qatar Racing

Limited who are the sponsors of

the QIPCO 1000 Guineas.  No

doubt they would love to own the

winner of their own race.  It was

interesting to read in January that

the trainer felt the horse was never

really right last season so massive

improvement can be expected and

maybe a first classic success could

be on the cards for this young

trainer.  In a recent bulletin given

by Charles Hills he was quoted as

saying ‘I’ve been very pleased with

her since she came in.  She has

done everything right.  She is a

clean winded filly and 1000 per

cent on course for the Guineas.

She hasn’t come in her coat yet

but she looked wintery when she

won the Rockfel so that is no

concern’

She will certainly do for me and I

can strongly recommend a 3 point

win bet.  Also a 1 point win double

with Dawn Approach in the 2000

Guineas.

Anyway until next time Be Lucky

and don’t give too much to those

awful bookie chappies!
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Views of Butterboy Graham

Opp Millwall Football Ground
Unit 17 Enterprise Ind. Est. Bolina Road, Rotherhithe London SE16 3LF

We are a family run business, with five fully qualified testers on site, established as an MOT Testing Centre since 1994
Testing Class IV (Cars) Class V ( Mini Buses) and Class V (Large Vans)

We welcome all London Taxi Cabs to the MOT Testing Scheme

To help ease the pain we have introduced a special offer for all London Taxi Cabs
1st MOT £40.00   2nd Test 6 months later for £35.00

For the first MOT test: an extra £5.00 off with this advert during April & April

Our new dedicated website will be up and running by the end of April 

In the meantime call us for a booking on 020 7394 7323
or e-mail:   david_gps@hotmail.com 

Mot Testing
GPS

GRAHAM LONG
-LCDC Member

Greetings to all cabbies, yellow
and green badges alike, and all
Knowledge boys and girls,
Watching Knowledge boys and girls

riding around in this weather brings
back a lot of memories.  But keep
going, it's worth it in the end.
Having said that, the issue I wish to

speak about this month is theft. 
If someone steals something from

you, whether by breaking into your
home and stealing property, or
having your hifi from your car, what is
the first thing you would do? Call the
police. So why is it that every time I
write this article, I talk about people
stealing from me in the form of
unlicensed rickshaws, cabs with one
or no identifiers, minicabs, or
brooming cabbies trying to get the
convenient Essex ride home. These
people are all guilty of stealing.

I am so outraged by all of this that I
decided to write to Leon Daniels.

Dear Mr Daniels,
Re: Lack of enforcement
I am writing to you regarding the

way London taxi drivers are being
treated. My views are shared by
thousands of other Black Cab
drivers.
Firstly, let me remind you that to

become a green badge (all London)
licensed taxi driver is both
demanding and extremely difficult.
The Knowledge of London
examination system places all kinds
of pressure on Knowledge students
and their families, and so it should
do. I had to live without an income
for three years to get my badge,
and this put a huge pressure on my
wife’s limited Methodist minister’s
stipend. I am not sure if you and
your staff, Knowledge of London
examiners excepted, truly
understand what it takes to become
one of the world’s best cabbies. As I
have already stated, it took me
three years to qualify as a London
Cabbie. A dear friend of mine took
four years, and some even longer! I
completed 32,000 miles on my
moped, had 16 nerve-wrecking
appearances, during which time I
completed an enhanced driving and
wheelchair test, and after all of this,
I learned over 150 suburban routes.

To obtain the Knowledge is
something very special. I hope that
you appreciate that these points I
have listed are just some of the
requirements that go towards
becoming one of the world’s best.
So why am I writing this letter?

The answer is simple. I strongly
believe that Transport for London
are not interested in the cab trade.
They are showing us no support.
Your enforcement team is either
weak or naïve, or just trying to
maintain an easy life. Allow me to
explain by listing the reasons for my
anger and discontent. 

1. Rickshaws. These mobile
coffins are uninsured, unlicensed,
and extremely dangerous. By
continuing to intimidate the public,
illegally plying for hire, they are
stealing what is rightfully mine. Boris
Johnson wants them banned. What
are TfL doing about this? Answer –
nothing.

2. Yellow badge drivers.
On numerous occasions, when I
first became a licensed green
badge driver, I reported yellow
badge drivers illegally plying for hire
within the six mile radius of Charing
Cross. It is both unfair and worrying
that my friend Grant Davis,
chairman of the London Cab
Drivers’ Club, successfully

campaigned for the introduction of
the green and yellow badge
identifiers. This has helped
eradicate most of this illegal
practice. Sadly, this form of stealing
and deceiving the public still
happens. What is TfL’s contribution
towards this? Answer – nothing.

3. Drivers with no identifiers or
sometimes displaying only one.
Again, I have reported dozens of
such offenders to you at TfL through
your website as instructed. But what
really happens to these offenders?
And what punishments are you
meting out to them? Answer – none.

4. The main reason for this
letter. Minicabs. Why, Mr Daniels,
do you think that cabbies have to go
out of their way to take action in the
form of setting up our own hit squad
to report what is going on? I am so
tired of reporting illegal minicab
activity it is untrue. Examples of this
– are minicabs illegally queuing
outside countless nightclubs such
as Abacus, (this venue is so bad it
has been nicknamed Scabacus),
Fabric Club, Bunga Bunga,
Revolution Bar, Dover Street Wine
Bar, Swallow Street and Regent
Street, Lost Society, Artesian Well,
Shaftesbury Avenue, to name just a
few places where illegal satellite
offices and minicabs “rank up”.
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT

CABBIE SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1

24 Hr TAXI BREAKDOWN
We come to you!

Taxi specialists 

Roadside assistance

TXI-TX2-TX4-MERCEDES

Call VELI: 07956333086 / HAMIT: 07804254875

" If you want to
have a future
in the cab trade
...join our club"
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0208 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Peace of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 

REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trade’s behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee, working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “Cab 

Trade’s “ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with the Mayor’s

Office, TFL, LTPH, 

Corporation Of London, 

BAA, and all Local 

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH 
CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? 

As a member of the Club, 

we can alleviate the stress 

by dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



Blue Anchor
Garage 
Testing

All taxis welcome!

46 Raymouth Road,
London SE16 2DB

Tel: 0208 237 3696

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES
UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ROMFORD ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4

Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in homemade 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork

escalopes, sirloin steaks 

a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

HAYES AUTO GARAGE
All taxis welcome
MOT FEE £40.00
� BY APPOINTMENT

� FREE RETEST

� REPAIR & SERVICE / AIR CONDITIONING 

� REPAIR & GASSING 

UNIT 9, CHESTERFIELD WAY, 
HAYES, MIDDX, UB3 3NW 

CONTACT: 020 8606 0490

www.hayesmotandservice.co.uk

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0208 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only independent 
taxi trade organisation

Don’t delay... join today!  020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES
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